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Abstract
The distributed control of industrial plants, where the
control algorithm runs on a machine that receives information from sensors and sends actuation commands over
a communication network is a challenging task, due to the
delays introduced by communication. This paper presents
the networked control of a robotic anthropomorphic manipulator based on a second order sliding mode technique.
The control objective is to track a desired trajectory for
the manipulator. The adopted control scheme allows an
easy and effective distribution of the control algorithm
over two networked machines. While the predictability
of real-time tasks execution is achieved by the S.Ha.R.K.
real-time operating system, the communication is established via a standard Ethernet network. The performances
of the control system are evaluated under different experimental system configurations using a COMAU SMART3S2 industrial robot, and the results are analyzed to put in
evidence the robustness of the proposed approach against
the possible network delays.

1 Introduction
The remote control of industrial plants over communication networks, or Network Control Systems (NCSs), is
an important trend for the industrial automation. Traditional control techniques for robot manipulators are usually implemented so that the control loop is executed on
the same machine at which sensors and actuators are directly connected through the I/O devices [22]. This allows
one to consider negligible the delays between the three
steps of a control procedure: sensor data acquisition, control algorithm execution, and actuators driving.
In contrast, in NCSs a network connects the machine
where the control algorithm is executed and remote devices attached to sensors or actuators [24]. Data are sampled from sensors and control values are sent to actuators
through the network. NCSs are receiving an increasing at-
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tention in control applications due to their positive impact
on system costs, since off-the-shelf components can usually be employed, and centralized control machines can
be used to control several devices/plants. Moreover, networked control offers advantages in terms of flexibility
and modularity in system design [24]. Since networking devices become cheaper and cheaper, it is worth making the effort to move from using traditional control techniques implemented on machines directly connected to
the system under control, to distributed networked control systems. Yet, in NCSs, network delays must be accounted in the controller design to achieve the desired performance.
In the past decades, many communication technologies have been proposed with the goal of achieving timeliness and real-time guarantees on the exchanged messages. Important examples are the CAN, PROFIBUS,
TTP and many others (see [18] for a comprehensive
overview). Meanwhile, the Ethernet communication standard, which was originally intended as a general-purpose
networking technology, is grown as a major competitor
for dedicated networks in the field of industrial control
applications [15]. With its increasing speed, decreasing
price, widespread usages and well-established infrastructure, Ethernet is now a concrete alternative of all the cited
technologies.
In real-time networked control a crucial problem is
the variable arrival rate, or jitter, of messages exchanged
among the devices composing the control system. In other
words, there is a non-constant difference between the arrival times of two consecutive messages. The presence
of jitter on the scheduled control task is a relevant issue
also in traditional (non networked) real-time control systems. Several approaches, like, for instance, [19], have
been proposed to compensate such a jitter. Recently, the
comparative assessment and evaluation of some possible
approaches to reduce the jitter of real-time tasks have
been provided in [7]. The communication jitter is usually limited using dedicated network protocols [12]. Since
real-time communication protocols are often inspired to

task scheduling techniques, such approaches could also
be used to limit the impact of jitter on the message flow.
However, no dedicated communication protocol is considered in this paper, but the standard Ethernet is used as
underlying network layer.
The sliding mode control is a well known control technique which is especially appreciated for its simplicity
and robustness against noise, which can be generated
by model parameter variation, and bounded disturbances
[11, 25]. However, it is a common opinion that one of
the main drawback of sliding mode controllers is the socalled chattering [25, 26]. Especially in the robotic field,
this phenomenon can disrupt the actuators, producing undesired vibrations. Moreover, the chattering phenomenon
is significantly amplified if the control law is applied with
delays, as happens, for instance, when the control frequency is reduced by the jitter introduced because of the
use of a general purpose network to exchange the control
values between the controller and the actuators. This phenomenon sometimes is called discretization chatter effect
[26].
To circumvent the chattering problem various solutions
have been proposed, but some of them lead to a loss of
the robustness properties of the sliding mode control, as
the so-called quasi sliding mode control approaches [4].
Other techniques consider the problem directly in the discrete time fashion [6, 8, 21, 26], but in this case it is often
required an adaptive mechanism to cope with the disturbance effects [6, 20]. An alternative way to solve the problem of chattering is that of confining the discontinuities of
the control law to its first derivative, see [3, 4, 5, 10, 17].
The idea underlying such an approach is that of enforcing
a sliding mode on the manifold s[x(t)] = 0 in the system state space, with ṡ[x(t)] identically equal to zero, by
using a control signal depending on s[x(t)], but directly
acting on s̈[x(t)]. These approaches allow one to generate
second order sliding modes.
In this paper, the so-called sub-optimal second order
sliding mode technique (SOSMC) [3] is considered, and
the controller is designed by combining second order sliding mode control with the so-called inverse dynamics control [1, 16, 22]. Note that a possible combination of these
controllers has been investigated and evaluated, from a
theoretical point of view in [13]. In order to obtain a
suitable model for the inverse dynamic control, a specific
identification procedure, recently devised [9], is applied.
The goal of this work is to evaluate the performances
of the combined inverse dynamics/second order sliding
mode controller when it is used for the remote control
of an industrial device in presence of jitter. The evaluation is based on experimental results obtained by applying
the control algorithm to a COMAU SMART3-S2 industrial robot. The experimental setup includes the implementation of the control algorithm under the S.Ha.R.K.
real-time operating system [14], a modular real-time kernel which allows the easy implementation and management of periodic activities with hard real-time constraints.

Figure 1. System configuration.
One of the main benefits of using the real-time features of
S.Ha.R.K. is the high accuracy of the time handling.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the architecture of the control system and the structure of
the control application. Sections 3 and 4 illustrate the control algorithm. The control application and the features of
the real-time operating system is described in Section 5.
The experimental results are illustrated and compared in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.

2 System description
The control algorithm which will be described in Section 4 has been implemented on the system depicted in
Figure 1.
The Remote Controller (RC), a 90MHz Intel Pentium,
is directly interfaced with the COMAU C3G-900 unit
through a dedicated interface board shipped with the manipulator. The same board is also used to read the values
sampled from the resolvers mounted on the manipulator.
The COMAU C3G-900 drives the COMAU SMART3-S2
manipulator, generating the correct power and voltage levels of the signal waveforms required to drive the motors of
the manipulator.
The COMAU C3G-900 and the RC are grouped together in Figure 1 to indicate that they can be seen, from
the viewpoint of the control system, as a single device.
Complex control algorithms, as the one adopted in this
work, require heavy computations that cannot be executed
by the RC. The networked control, on the other hand, allows to logically consider the RC as the I/O interface device of the manipulator, so as to circumvent the limitations
in computational capability of the RC itself.
The Main Controller (MC) uses a 2GHz 64 bit AMD
processor, on which the control algorithm can be executed
together with many other tasks, like manipulator interaction control (using force sensors, proximity sensors and
cameras), image processing, path planning, and a richer
user interface.
The two machines, the MC and the RC, are linked
through a 100Mbit Ethernet switch denoted with SW.
The control approach described in this paper has been
tested on the SMART3-S2 industrial anthropomorphic
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rigid robot manipulator by COMAU, located at the Department of Electrical Engineering of the University of
Pavia, shown in Figure 2. It consists of six links and six
rotational joints driven by brushless electric motors. For
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Figure 3. The manipulator control scheme
with the decoupling-linearizing compensator.
The block LW represents the
lightweight part, while the block H represents the heavy part.
Figure 2. SMART3-S2 robot and the three
link planar manipulator.
model of the form (1) can be determined for the considered robotic manipulator. Since the identified model is not
perfect, the inversion of dynamics produces a non ideal
cancellation of non linearities. This is the reason why the
inverse dynamics approach is coupled with a robust control approach as SOSMC.

our purposes, joints 1, 4 and 6 are not used. As a result,
it is possible to consider the robot, without loss of generality, as a three link-three joint in the sequel numbered as
{1, 2, 3}, manipulator. The manipulator in the planar configuration is schematically represented in Figure 2. Yet,
the proposed method can be easily extended to a n-joints
robot.

4.1 The inverse dynamics method
The inverse dynamics control consists in transforming
the nonlinear system (1) into a linear and decoupled system by means of a suitable nonlinear feedback, see [2, 23].
More specifically, by choosing

3 The manipulator dynamic model
It is well-known that the dynamics of an n-joints robot
manipulator can be written in the joint space, by using the
Lagrangian approach, as

u = B(q)y + n(q, q̇)

(2)

with n(q, q̇) = C(q, q̇)q̇+Fv q̇+Fd sign(q̇)+g(q), system
(1) simply becomes q̈ = y (see Figure 3). Note that, even
if the term n(q, q̇) in (2) has been accurately identified, it
can be quite different from the real one because of uncertainties and unmodelled dynamics, friction, elasticity and
joint plays. Now assume that the term n̂(q, q̇) includes the
identified centripetal, Coriolis, gravity and friction torques
terms, while the inertia matrix B(q) is known. So letting
u = B(q)y + n̂(q, q̇), the compensated system becomes

u = B(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) + Fd sign(q̇) + Fv q̇ (1)
where q ∈ n is the vector of joints displacements
q T = [q1 , . . . , qn ], u ∈ n is the vector of motor
control torques, B(q) ∈ n×n is the inertia matrix,
C(q, q̇)q̇ ∈ n represents centripetal and Coriolis torques,
Fv ∈ n×n and Fd ∈ n×n are the viscous and static
friction diagonal matrices, and g(q) ∈ n is the vector of
gravitational torques.
The aim of the control strategy is to make the robot
track a desired trajectory qd , qd being the vector of the
desired joint displacements, and we assume that qd , q̇d , q̈d ,
3
and ddtq3d exist and are bounded. In Figure 2, the following
symbols are used for each link i: mi is the mass, Ji is the
inertia, θi is the angular position, li represents the link
length and bi the center of mass position with respect to
the i-th link.

q̈ = y + B −1 ñ = y − η

(3)

where η = −B −1 ñ, being ñ = n̂ − n, represents an
equivalent input noise.
4.2 The second order sliding mode control
The control objective can be reformulated as that of
steering to zero the error state vector


xi1 (t)
xi (t) =
(4)
xi2 (t)

4 The control algorithm

where xi1 (t) = qdi (t) − qi (t), and i = {1, 2, 3} represents the joint considered. In this case, a suitable sliding
manifold can be chosen as

The control algorithm considered in this work consists
of an inverse dynamics control which performs a non ideal
feedback linearization combined with a robust SOSMC
[3]. In order to implement a feedback linearization, the
parameters of the model (1) must be known. By applying
an identification process recently devised [9], a suitable

si = s(xi ) = x2i + βx1i , β > 0, ∀i

(5)

In the particular case of the second order sliding mode
control, the controller aim is to steer to zero in a finite
3

time not only the s sliding variable, but also its first order
time derivative. Indeed, in this way, a chattering reduction
is achieved because the control signal is continuous.
To design the controller here proposed, with the aim
of testing it on the COMAU SMART3-S2 manipulator,
the so-called sub-optimal approach introduced in [3] has
been followed. Such an approach, based on the bang-bang
control technique, enables to avoid the measurement of ṡ,
while guaranteing robustness capabilities typical of sliding mode control. To design a control law of sub-optimal
type to solve the problem in question, an auxiliary state
vector can be introduced, by letting

 

ξi1 (t)
si (t)
=
(6)
ξi (t) =
ξi2 (t)
s˙i (t)

if ξi1 (0) > 0 then
f max = true
else
f max = false
end if
while kδ < Tend do
if f max = true ξi1 (δ(k + 1)) < ξi1 (δk) then
ξi1MAX = ξi1 (δk)
f max = false
end if
if f max = false ξi1 (δ(k + 1)) > ξ1 (δk) then
ξi1MAX = ξi1 (δk)
f max = true
end if
end while

where s as in (5). Then, taking into account (3) and (4),
the following auxiliary system can be formulated for each
joint i

ξ˙i1 (t) = ξi2 (t)



 ξ˙ (t) = F [q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t), y (t)] − ẏ (t)+
i2
i
i
i
(7)
d3 qdi (t)

+
β
q̈
(t)
+
3
di

dt

3

ẏi (t) = wi (t) + d qdtdi3(t) + β q̈di (t)

Figure 4. The algorithm to find the extremal
values.

in accordance to [4], the state of system (7) is steered to
zero in a finite time. This means that si (t) and ṡi (t) become zero in a finite time, i.e. a second order sliding mode
is enforced, thus solving the control problem. Note that, as
desired, the actual control signal acting on joint i, namely,
yi (t), is continuous, so attaining the requirement of reducing the possible generation of vibrations.

where
Fi (·) = η̇i (t) + βηi (t) − βyi (t)

(8)

includes all the uncertain terms and wi (t) can be regarded
as an auxiliary control signal. By virtue of the robotic
application here considered, the uncertain term can be assumed to be bounded. Let
| Fi [q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t), yi (t)] |< F i

∀i



F i 4F i
;
α∗ 3 − α∗



α∗ ∈ (0, 1]

W2MAX
1330

W3MAX
10220

(9)
The results obtained with this control algorithm, applied to the COMAU SMART3-S2 manipulator, will be
discussed in Section 6.

(10)

4.3 The distributed control scheme
While the determination of the output of the SOSMC
block of the control scheme in Figure 3 can be considered
an easy task, the computation of the inverse dynamical
part of the scheme may be quite heavy.
The proposed combined controller, produces a control
action u which can be divided into two parts

where WiMAX > 0, αi is chosen as indicated in [4], and
ξi1MAX is the last extremal value of ξi1 , that can be found
as specified in [3] or with the algorithm depicted in Figure
4, in which the δ term refers to the sampling time, and the
k term refers to the sampling instant.
Note that, as in the original algorithm, no evaluations
of the ξi2 (t) term are required.
The term Fi (·), cannot be determined but, since the
uncertainty terms can be assumed bounded, the term
WiMAX can be determined through an experimental tuning procedure. Table 1, where WiMAX refers to the i-th
joint, shows the value of the parameters chosen to perform
the experimental tests. From a theoretical point of view it
can be proved that by choosing the amplitude of signal
wi (t) as
WiMAX >

W1MAX
230

Table 1. Parameters used in the experiments
on the COMAU SMART3-S2 manipulator.

then, according to [4] the control signal wi (t) can be designed
1
wi (t) = +αi WiMAX sign{ξi1 (t) − ξi1MAX }
2

α∗
0.9

Parameter
Value





u=τ +τ ,



τ = B(q)ysm ,



τ = n̂(q, q̇)

(12)

in which ysm = [y1 , y2 , y3 ]T is the output signal of the
sub-optimal algorithm (see Equation (7)). The computa
tions of the terms τ and n̂(q, q̇) can be conveniently seen
as separated tasks, that can be executed on the two different machines (MC and RC) of our distributed architecture [24]. In our solution, the RC computes the reference

signal and the τ term, which requires few computational
resources, while the MC, which has a more powerful processor, computes n̂(q, q̇) in real-time as depicted in Figure 6. Note that this architecture allows to easily control

(11)

4

Main Controller

more than one robotic manipulator, by using a cheap remote controller for each robot and a centralized powerful computer to calculate, for each controlled system, the
torque term n̂(q, q̇). As previously mentioned, this control scheme could also enable to perform, on top of MC,
CPU-expensive tasks such as image processing and path
planning.

control
algorithm

Main Controller
Block
H

Remote Controller
network

Block
LW

robotic
arm

To assess the performance of the sliding mode control
scheme, the controller has been implemented on top of the
system architecture described in Section 2. Two different
system configurations have been evaluated for testing the
considered control scheme.
The first system configuration, depicted in Figure 5,
refers to the case in which is implemented such as the
whole control algorithm is executed on the MC. In this
case, the RC is used only to forward the control values received from the MC to the power control device, and thus
to the manipulator. The RC also reads the sensor samples
from the manipulator and sends them to the MC.
The second system configuration is illustrated in Figure
6. With this configuration the control algorithm is splitted
into two separated sub-processes: the linearization process is accomplished by the MC, while the sliding mode
control algorithm is executed on the RC. The feedback
linearization phase, as stated in Section 4.3, represents the
heaviest part of the control algorithm. Thus executed by
the MC, which is the fastest and easily to upgrade machine. On the other hand, after the linearization, the sliding mode control is a lightweight process, which can be
computed by the slowest machine RC.

Note that, since n̂(·) can be considered as bounded in
practical situations, d(·) results also bounded. With these
assumptions, the dynamics of the system (3) become
(15)

The packet loss problem can also be modelled as a delay effect. In fact, the RC only considers the last packet
received from the MC. If packets are lost in the time interval [t, t+T ], the system behaves like having an additional,
time-dependent unknown (but still bounded) input disturbance d(q, q̇, T ).
In both cases, Equation (15) represents the controlled
system with the additional disturbance, and can be rewritten as

(16)
q̈(t) = y(t) − η (q, q̇, T )
Then, it is possible to apply the sub-optimal strategy, by
choosing the auxiliary state vector as in (6) and having,
for each joint i,




| Fi (·) |=| η̇i (t) + βηi (t) − βyi (t) |< F i

5.1 The real-time kernel
The real-time applications which run on the two computers depicted in Figure 1 have been developed using the
implementation facilities provided by the S.Ha.R.K. realtime operating system.
S.Ha.R.K. is a free real-time kernel developed at the
Scuola Superiore S. Anna of Pisa [14]. The main feature
that distinguishes S.Ha.R.K. with respect to other realtime kernels is its high configurability. The user can combine different scheduling policies to comply with specific
application requirements. Such a flexibility also applies
to resource access protocols and aperiodic service algorithms. Each policy is implemented as a scheduling module that can be selected at system initialization to work

(17)

as a consequence, by selecting the auxiliary control amplitude to respect the constraint


WiMAX >

robotic
arm

5 The control application

d(q, q̇, T ) = n̂(q(t − T ), q̇(t − T )) − n̂(q(t), q̇(t)) (14)



data
transfer

Figure 6. System configuration using the
proposed distributed control scheme; see
Figure 3 for blocks definition.

Therefore, the effect of delay can be modelled as an unknown input disturbance



network

Figure 5. System configuration with the
whole controller executed by the MC.

4.4 Network control with random delays
In this section it is showed that, even if random delays
and packet loss are present in the communication network,
the robustness of the proposed distributed control scheme
allows us to attain the control objective.
If we consider an unknown delay T affecting the packets exchanged between the MC and the RC, the real torque
term n̂(q, q̇) becomes a delayed signal that can be expressed as
n̂(q(t − T ), q̇(t − T ))
(13)

q̈(t) = y(t) + B −1 (q)(ñ(q, q̇) + d(q, q̇, T ))

Remote Controller



F i 4F i
;
α∗ 3 − α∗

(18)

convergence to zero of si (t), and ṡi (t) is still guaranteed,
in spite of the presence of jitter and packet loss.
In Section 6 the experimental results obtained with this
control architecture are compared with the ones obtained
by implementing the entire algorithm on the MC in case
of random delays.
5

in combination with the others modules according to a
multi-level scheduling architecture. The kernel supports
several I/O peripheral devices, including network cards,
frame grabbers, and data acquisition boards.
The application implemented to perform the experiments described in Section 2 exploits some features of
the S.Ha.R.K. operating system, such as the advanced
time handling, the automatic scheduling of periodic timeconstrained tasks, the resource sharing between task, and
the network I/O devices.

an amplitude of 2 degrees, for each considered joint; a sinusoidal angular reference, with an amplitude of respectively (30,30,40) degrees; a spline reference specified by
 
A
if t − N P ≤ 1


 i
0
if 1 < t − N P ≤ 3
(19)
q̇di (t) =
−Ai if 3 < t − N P ≤ 4



0
if 4 < t − N P < 6
where t represents the time instant, N = ( Pt ), qd (0) =
(−20, 0, 0)T represents the initial reference signal, P =
6sec is the period of the signal, and Ai is the derivative
amplitude, respectively (70, 40, 60) degrees/sec for each
joint. It is apparent that the selected reference signals
d3
violate the assumptions of q̇di , q̈di , dt
3 qdi bounded. In
spite of this, the controlled system behaves satisfactorily,
as will be shown in the sequel. The reason for this, is due
to the fact that the loss of boundedness takes place in an
infinitesimal time interval, but the controlled system does
not have an infinitesimal escape time.
In Table 2, the good performances of the proposed control approach are shown, by evaluating the Root Mean
Square (RMS) of the tracking error for each experiment,
i.e.
N

(qdij − qij )2
(20)
eRMSi = 
N −1
j=1

6 The experimental results
In this section the experimental results obtained applying the described control strategy to the COMAU
SMART3-S2 industrial manipulator are presented. In particular, three different control implementations have been
tested:
1. the whole control algorithm, consisting of the parts
LW and H in Figure 3, is executed on the MC without
artificial packet delays (see Figure 5);
2. as before, the control algorithm is entirely executed
by the MC, but an artificial delay is introduced in
the messages exchanged between the MC and the RC
(see Figure 5);

where N is the number of sampled data.
In each column of Table 2 there are the three RMS values associated with the experiment, one for each joint. In
the first column the results obtained by running the whole
control algorithm on the MC without jitter are reported.
The second column displays the results obtained implementing the whole control algorithm on the MC and introducing the delay. Finally, in the third column the good
results achieved with the distributed approach are shown.

3. the control algorithm is distributed between the MC,
which performs the LW block of Figure 3, and the
RC, which executes the H block (see Figure 6). As
in the previous case, the random network delay is introduced.
6.1 Random delay generation
When a standard switched Ethernet network is used to
exchange the control values between the controllers, every packet may experience a random delay or it can be
dropped (i.e., due to queue overflow). This can happen
quite often when many hosts are simultaneously trying to
send their messages.
In this paper, we consider that the network delay and
the time interval in which packets are lost are bounded.
This condition has been obtained by delaying the transmission of each message by a random value, which is upper bounded by T . Moreover, if the delays cause a bursty
arrival of packets to RC only the last message is considered, thus using the latest control values sent by MC.
Several experiments have been carried out on the COMAU manipulator, with different values of T , showing the
robustness of the proposed control scheme in presence of
network delays.

6.3 Case 1: No artificial jitter
When no artificial jitter is introduced in the network,
the quality of the control obtained with the network structure and the one achieved by the standard control structure
results practically equivalent (see Table 2), even though
the former has twice the sampling frequency of the latter (1000 Hz against 500 Hz). In the standard control
structure the full control algorithm runs on the RC machine and, due to its scarce computation power, the sampling frequency has to be reduced. Using the proposed
networked control allows to move the heavy calculations
on a faster machine (MC). However, as depicted in Table
2, the chattering effect is low in both cases. This is due
to the good control properties of the adopted second order
sliding approach [4].
6.4 Case 2: Artificial jitter
In this case, many tests have been done by varying the
maximum delay of each message between the expected
and the actual arrival time on RC. The sliding mode controller, which in the ideal case is applied with infinite

6.2 Experiments definition and results
In order to test the control architecture on the COMAU
SMART3-S2 manipulator, three different reference signals have been used, such as a step angular reference, with
6

Ref sig

step
sin
spline

eRMSi [deg]
LW + H on MC
W/o Jitter
0.0179 0.0528 0.0794
0.0200 0.0906 0.2201
1.529 0.2911 0.1772

eRMSi [deg]
LW + H on MC
jitter Max 12ms
0.0585 0.7718 0.2128
0.1558 0.8339 0.6524
1.9012 0.5625 0.7612

eRMSi [deg]
LW on RC / H on MC
jitter Max 30ms
0.0069 0.0470 0.0833
0.0232 0.1280 0.2490
1.4858 0.2725 0.1948

Table 2. Comparison of the Root Mean Square Errors for the three joints using the traditional
control approach and the proposed control approach (experimental results).

q and qd on joint 1, 2, 3 [deg]
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6.5 Case 3: Distributed controller with artificial jitter
With the proposed control scheme, it is possible to execute a very cpu intensive computation, by using a data
network commonly used in industrial and personal applications. In fact, the jitter acts only on a slow-varying part
of the controller, enabling to construct a control architecture very robust to delay noise, by applying the core of the
sliding mode controller with the maximum allowed frequency, and letting part of the inverse dynamics computation on a centralized network controller. In Table 2, it can
be seen that, in this case, the results obtained introducing
an artificial jitter bounded to 30 milli seconds, are practically comparable, and sometimes better than the ones obtained without the introduction of the jitter. In Figure 7, 8,
and 9 it can be seen that with this controller a very good
reference tracking is achieved, while Figure 10 shows a
comparison of the error signal obtained with the proposed
scheme against the ones obtained with the basic control
scheme in which all the computations are on top of MC,
with delays.
From this results it is clear that splitting the control algorithm in two controllers enables to perform all the calculations within the deadline of 1 ms if no jitter are introduced, then, if random delays of the order of tenth of
milliseconds are present in the network, the good properties of the control algorithm are preserved.

−23

q1

q and q on joint 1, 2, 3 [deg]

switching frequency, when an unpredictable delay can affect the switcher decision, exhibits discretization chatter
effect [26]. This implies bad tracking of the reference signal and high vibrations of the robot manipulator, as can be
deduced by the Root Mean Square values. In the left three
plots of Figure 7 it can be seen that the reference tracking
capability results non satisfactory, for instance, for a step
reference signal.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the performances obtained with a step reference
when all the computations are on top of MC
(on the left) and the distributed control configuration (on the right).
despite of noise and mechanical non linearities, since the
designed control action is continuous. Moreover, very
good tracking capabilities can be obtained even if the controller is distributed over a network with delays.
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